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Download and install the latest version of AXIS Camera Station available on axis.com.

If a proxy server is required to access Internet, configure the correct proxy settings in the Service
Control. If no proxy server is required, go directly to step 3.

Apply the changes and restart the AXIS Camera Station service.
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1. In the configuration workspace, go to Connected services > System Health Monitoring,
read the terms of use and click “Enable…”

If an error message is displayed, make sure the server has Internet access and is configured
with the correct proxy settings, if required (step 2).
2. Once enabled, click on the link to complete the setup:

3. Login with your MyAxis account in the System Health Monitoring portal.
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The MyAxis account does not need to be the same account used for licensing the system.
4. After a short while, the system is onboarded and System Health Monitoring is ready to
use:

A folder with the system name is created and contains all Axis devices added to the AXIS
Camera Station server.

As of May 2018, the following features are available in AXIS Camera Station System Health
Monitoring for:
Dashboard with device summary:

Set firmware policy settings: Select which firmware version to upgrade to (specific one or
latest) and when to upgrade (whenever possible or specific time of the day).
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The firmware policy is currently defined per device.
Device information: Type, model, firmware version/status, serial number, IP address, agent
and Video Management System name (VMS), snapshot of the device taken during onboarding,
device status:

Video Management System (VMS) information: Type, software version, operating system,
Hardware, list of connected devices:
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Download system report: From the system page, an AXIS Camera Station system report can
be generated. The report is generated and saved on the AXIS Camera Station server and the
user gets notified on the portal and by email (if notifications are enabled) when the report is
ready for download. It can then be downloaded remotely from the portal.

Rename, move (to a different folder) and remove device.
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Add collaborators to folder: an invite is sent on the portal or via email if the user is not yet
using the System Health Monitoring service. Collaborators have access to the folder (system)
they have been invited to and share the same user rights as the inviter.

Turn on/off email notifications: The setting applies to the current user, for any system he/she
has access to.

System activity: see a history of all events for systems to which the user has access to.
System alerts: See current problems for systems to which the user has access to. Once an
event becomes inactive, it disappears from the alert list but stays in the activity list.
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Activity list: Agent is unreachable, device is unreachable, VMS stopped unexpectedly, a
firmware installation failed, device is unable to reach agent, a VMS had its software updated,
someone deleted a VMS… The full list of events is available under Activity settings.

A device can only be added to the portal once. Attempting to onboard a device already in the
portal (from the same or another user) will fail (the device won’t be added).
Only Axis devices are onboarding, i.e. no support for third party devices.
Devices added after the onboarding are not synchronized on the portal. One needs to
disable/enable System Health Monitoring to onboard devices added to AXIS Camera Station
afterwards.
If a device is reset to its factory default settings, if the “axisconnect” user on the device is
deleted or that password is changed, the device will be seen as unreachable in the portal.
One needs to disable/enable System Health Monitoring again.
Device’s authentication policy must use Digest, i.e. “HTTP/RTSP Password” = Encrypted
only (or Encrypted & unencrypted).
Name of the VMS in the portal is not updated when changed in AXIS Camera Station service
control after onboarding.
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The camera snapshot and device information is only taken during onboarding and never
updated.
If a device is not accessible during onboarding, it will not show up in the portal.
Downgrade firmware is not available.
Starting firmware upgrade from the System Health Monitoring portal will trigger a “connection
lost” alarm in AXIS Camera Station client.
“Select all” devices is not available. The user needs to click on each thumbnail to select
several devices.
A folder can only be removed if it is empty, this includes removing the agent which might
only show up once the AXIS Camera Station entity is removed from the portal.
It is not possible to select which events one wishes to receive emails for. If the “Mail” icon is
displayed in the Activity settings and notifications are enabled, an email will be sent for that
specific event.
There is a limit in the size of the system report generated, in order to be downloaded from
the portal. This limit lies around 100MB.
No AXIS Camera Station Client logs is included on the System report generated from the
portal. The configuration database (ACS.FDB) is included.
Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 requires the Convenience rollup to be installed:
http://www.catalog.update.microsoft.com/search.aspx?q=kb3125574
Onboarding will fail if this update is not installed on the server.

Disabling System Health Monitoring from AXIS Camera Station will remove
the devices and folders from the portal, all changes made on the portal will
be lost.

“Could not enable system health monitoring”
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This message means that the AXIS Camera Station server cannot access Internet, it is typically
caused by missing proxy settings or blocked by a firewall. To setup server proxy settings, refer to
step 2 of this document.

“Already added to AXIS Connect”:
If a device cannot be onboarded because it is already added to the service, it needs to be removed
manually by the user. Then System Health Monitoring needs to be disabled and enabled again to
onboard all devices.
The device may be onboarded by another user, in this case the other user needs to remove the
device from the System Health Monitoring portal beforehand.

Device already added to System Health Monitoring service
“Incorrect credentials”:
System Health Monitoring requires the authentication policy to be set to Digest in order to onboard
the device. Make sure HTTP/RTSP Password Settings is set to Encrypted only (or Encrypted &
unencrypted) in the device’s webpages.
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Onboarding stuck:
If the onboarding process does not complete within a few of minutes, try reloading the webpage
or disabling System Health Monitoring in AXIS Camera Station and try again. If the problem
persists, generate a system report from the AXIS Camera Station server and contact Axis Support.
There are about 50MB to download from the cloud so it may take a with slow Internet connections.

Onboarding process stuck

Please consult our FAQ database on axis.com for further help on AXIS Camera Station and the
System Health Monitoring service.
If you encounter other problems with the latest version of AXIS Camera Station System Health
Monitoring or wish to provide feedback, please contact Axis Technical Support via the online
helpdesk and provide the following information:
The MyAxis email address used to enable System Health Monitoring (if applicable).
A snapshot or screen recording of the problem.
An AXIS Camera Station system report.
The date and time the problem was experienced.

The debug logs for AXIS Camera Station System Health Monitoring are saved on the AXIS
Camera Station server at:
C:\ProgramData\Axis Communications\AXIS Connect\Deployment Agent
The logs are included in the ZIP archive when generating a system report from AXIS Camera
Station and from the System Health Monitoring portal.
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Q: Is AXIS Camera Station System Health Monitoring available without Internet connection?
A: No, this is a cloud service which requires an Internet connection.
Q: Is the communication between the server and the service secure?
A: Yes, a web socket connection (WSS) over TLS is used to communicate between AXIS Camera
Station and the service.
Q: Which device firmware is required to use the System Health Monitoring service?
A: The System Health Monitoring service supports device firmware version >= 4.30, which is the
same as AXIS Camera Station.
Q: Which AXIS Camera Station version is required to use System Health Monitoring?
A: Version 5.17 introduced official support of System Health Monitoring.
Q: How often is the device or VMS status updated?
A: It can take up to 60 seconds for the device or VMS status to be updated in the System Health
Monitoring portal.
Q: How often are the email notifications sent?
A: Events will be gathered in a single email up to 10 minutes.
Q: What does AXIS Camera Station System Health Monitoring cost?
A: The base offering of AXIS Camera Station System Health Monitoring is provided as a part of
AXIS Camera Station, without any additional cost.
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